
17.3" Laptop Backpack with Removable Accessory Organizer Case - Professional IT Tech Backpack 
for Work/Travel/Commute - Ergonomic Computer Bag - Durable Ballistic Nylon - Notebook/Tablet 
Pockets

Product ID: NTBKBAG173

This laptop backpack is designed and built with IT Professionals & Technicians in mind. For short or long-distance 
commutes, this travel-friendly 17.3" IT backpack can carry your laptop and tablets with padded pockets for added 
drop protection. Equipped with an accessories case that can be easily removed and fits all of your IT accessories, 
including your laptop charger, display adapters, wireless mouse, tools, measurement instruments, and more. This 
laptop bag and accessory case is constructed of heavy-duty ballistic nylon and has multiple storage pockets to keep 
your items organized.

The removable accessories case (10.5in x 5.25in x 3in) is stored in its own compartment in the backpack and was 
designed to be easily accessed using the lower side pocket of the backpack so you don't have to search through or 
displace any items in your bag. It is designed with the same ballistic nylon as the backpack to ensure durability. The 
hook and loop dividers can be positioned for added protection around your accessories, and the bungee grid is 
perfect for storing your smaller devices such as tools, IT equipment, and cables. Once the case is removed, the main 
compartment of the laptop bag can be extended (by collapsing the hook and loop tied wall) to provide you with more 
room to store any other essentials required for a short or long-term trip.

This IT backpack for work/travel/commute is designed for both short and long-distance travel and has an integrated 
trolley sleeve that fits perfectly on your rolling luggage, letting you bundle your bags together. It is contoured to 
protect your shoulders and back and features breathable padding and adjustable shoulder straps to help relieve any 
pressure on your body.

This notebook backpack is backed by a StarTech.com limited lifetime warranty, and free lifetime technical support.

Certifications, Reports and Compatibility

Applications



• Ideal for short and long distance travel

Features

• 17.3 INCH LAPTOP BACKPACK: Laptop bag with padded/raised notebook/tablet compartments for added drop 
protection; Notebook pocket has a hook & loop strap & tablet pocket has a zipper to secure devices; made of 1680D 
ballistic nylon & durable steel zippers

• REMOVABLE ACCESSORIES CASE: Stored in a separate bottom section of IT backpack  that is easily accessed 
from side pocket; Keep your chargers, cables, display adapters, mouse, memory cards, tools, and other items 
organized; Case dimensions 10.5"x5.25"x3"

• THOUGHTFUL DESIGN: IT Accessories case w/ adjustable hook and loop dividers & bungee grid for small 
devices/cables; Main compartment can expand when the pouch is removed; Work laptop backpack has a bottle 
holder, multiple storage pockets & upright design

• ERGONOMIC & COMFORTABLE: Computer bag is contoured to protect user's back & shoulders w/ ergonomic & 
breathable padding that helps relieve pressure & strain; Comfortable regardless of how it's carried  Adjustable 
shoulder straps  Soft padded handle

• FOR OFFICE, COMMUTE & TRAVEL: Ideal for travel to the airport or office; Professional commuter tech backpack 
w/ trolley sleeve easily attached to rolling luggage; Business backpack is checkpoint-friendly & meets most airline & 
TSA carry-on requirements

Performance

Warranty Lifetime

General Specifications Travel Accessories Pouch: 10.5in x 5.25in x 3in (27cm x 13cm x 
8cm)

Physical 
Characteristics

Material Ballistic Nylon

Product Length 12.8 in [32.4 cm]

Product Width 8.0 in [20.3 cm]

Product Height 18.1 in [46.0 cm]

Weight of Product 3.3 lb [1.5 kg]

Packaging 
Information

Package Length 12.8 in [32.4 cm]

Package Width 8.0 in [20.3 cm]

Package Height 18.1 in [46.0 cm]



Shipping (Package) 
Weight

3.3 lb [1.5 kg]

What's in the Box

Included in Package 17.3" Notebook Backpack

Cable and Accessories Pouch

*Product appearance and specifications are subject to change without notice.


